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 “The Musgrave Ritual” was first published in The Strand 
Magazine in May 1893. It is part of The Memoirs of Sherlock 
Holmes. 

As the table shows, there is some disagreement among our 
learned chronologists regarding the date of the case. The 
majority, however, agrees that the year was 1878, at which 

time Sherlock Holmes would have 
been 24 and Doctor John H. Watson 
26.  

Main Characters: 

Reginald Musgrave, old acquaint-
ance of Holmes and owner of the 
Hurlstone estate. Brunton, butler at 
Hurlstone, a widower and womaniz-
er. Rachel Howells, second maid at 
Hurlstone and Brunton’s ex-fiancée. 

Notable Quotes: 

 “Yes, my boy; these were all done 
prematurely, before my biographer 
had come to glorify me.” 

“Here is the record of the Tarleton 
murders, and the case of Vamberry, 
the wine merchant, and the adven-
ture of the old Russian woman, and 
the singular affair of the aluminium 
crutch, as well as a full account of 
Ricoletti of the club foot and his 
abominable wife.” 

“I am generally recognized both by the public and by the official force as being a final court of appeal 
in doubtful cases.”  

“I have taken to living by my wits.” 

Whose was it? 
His who is gone. 
Who shall have it? 
He who will come. 
What was the month? 
The sixth from the first. 
Where was the sun? 
Over the oak. 

An Inquiry into: 

“The Musgrave Ritual” 



Where was the shadow? 
Under the elm. 
How was it stepped? 
North by ten and by ten, east by five and by five, south by two and by two, west by one and by one, and so under. 
What shall we give for it? 
All that is ours. 
Why should we give it?’ 
For the sake of the trust. 

Distracting Watson 

As far as being played goes, I can see no difference between a Stradivarius and the Good Doctor, con-
sidering that Holmes was quite adept at playing them both! “Which would you rather have, old fel-
low, a tidy room, or a look into the early, unpublished cases in this tin box?” 

Were all the Canon students—past and present—of the world be offered that choice, the decision 
would have been unanimous: “Bother tidiness, open the bloody lid!” 

Holmes’ Elusive University Social Life 

Watson’s facts here and in GLOR, regarding Holmes’ university life, appear to be somewhat contra-
dictory. 

In GLOR our biographer tells us that Holmes was very specific about the fact that he had no friends 
at college. As he put it, “[Victor Trevor] was the only friend I made during the two years that I was at 
college, [italics added].” Later he added that “. . . my line of study was quite distinct from that of the 
other fellows, so that we had no points of contact at all. Trevor was the only man I knew.” 

However, he now tells Watson how, at the 
beginning of his career in London, he had 
rooms in Montague Street, adding that 
“Now and again cases came in my way, 
principally through the introduction of old 
fellow-students, for during my last years at the 
University [italics added] there was a good 
deal of talk there about myself and my 
methods.” During his “last years at the Uni-
versity”? This would seem to imply that 
Holmes attended college for more than just 
the two years mentioned to Watson in 
GLOR. 

If Trevor had been his only friend, how is it that Musgrave came to consult him, obviously as an old 
friend? Holmes tells Watson that while still at university he had two cases after GLOR, and that, “The 
third of these cases was that of the Musgrave Ritual.” He also tells us that Musgrave “more than once 
[had] expressed a keen interest in my methods of observation and inference.” It may be deduced 
from all this that Holmes had at least two friends and several acquaintances while at university. Why 
would our sleuth want to give the impression he had no social life back then? 

The Mystifying Butler 

According to Watson, Musgrave told Holmes that Brunton had been in his family’s employ for 20 
years; in fact, ever since he was 20 years old. As Reginald put it, “Of these servants the one who had 
been longest in our service was Brunton, the butler. He was a young schoolmaster out of place when 
he was first taken up by my father, but he was a man of great energy and character, and he soon be-
came quite invaluable in the household. He was a well-grown, handsome man, with a splendid fore-



head, and though he has been with us for twenty years he cannot be more than forty now. With his 
personal advantages and his extraordinary gifts—for he can speak several languages and play nearly 
every musical instrument—it is wonderful that he should have been satisfied so long in such a 

position, but I suppose that 
he was comfortable and 
lacked energy to make any 
change. The butler of Hurl-
stone is always a thing that is 
remembered by all who visit 
us.” 

Within the context of the 
time, there would have been 
nothing unusual in this, par-
ticularly considering in those 
days being “in service,” espe-
cially if the employer was im-
portant or of noble birth, was 
nothing to feel inferior about; 
in fact under those circum-
stances it was not unusual for 
the household staff to boast 
about their employers.  

However, in this case Brunton’s background is at odds with his position. Especially if, as it appears, 
Brunton did not realize the significance of the Ritu-
al until the time in which this story took place; oth-
erwise, he would have discovered the hiding place 
of the shattered Royal Crown long before that; cer-
tainly before Reginald Musgrave and Sherlock 
Holmes even met. 

This seemingly removes any justification for his 
long stay at Hurlstone. Why, without the incentive 
of finding hidden riches, did Brunton not seek and 
obtain a much better-paying position offering pos-
sibilities of advancement as well as higher status and 
respect? Why would someone with so many accom-
plishments have been satisfied with practicing such 
an ungentlemanly trade for so long a time? It could 
not have been laziness because being butler at such 
an estate was definitely not an 8:00 to 5:00 job. Also, 
at the time the yearly wage for a butler averaged 
only £40 (≈$15,000); however, let us speculate that 
he was considered so special that he received twice 
that much--£80. Even then, he would still have 
earned less than a milliner in a factory. 

There are two possible explanations. The lesser one 
offered by Musgrave, that he thought Brunton was content with being a butler because he did not 
want to bother to make a change seems highly unlikely to me. The mastery of several languages and 
musical instruments requires effort and concentration, regardless of how talented one is. 



The other possibility seems more plausible. According to Reginald, 
Brunton once taught school and then went into butlering. Why would he 
have taken such a severe downwards step in the social scale? Perhaps he 
found his position as Hurlstone’s butler gave him an excellent hiding 
place. He may have been a criminal wanted by the authorities; but to 
spend such a long period in hiding would have implied a serious crime, 
the kind unaffected by the statute of limitations. Was Brunton even his 
real name? 

Brunton is one of the more interesting Canonical characters. Although 
all we know about him comes to us third-hand, by way of what Musgrave 
tells Holmes and Holmes tells Watson, the Great Detective obviously 
came to admire his intelligence and insight in realizing what generations 
of (inbred?) Musgraves had not, and how he solved the riddle. As 
Holmes remarked, “I put myself in the man’s place and, having first 
gauged his intelligence, I try to imagine how I should myself have pro-
ceeded under the same circumstances. In this case the matter was simpli-
fied by Brunton’s intelligence being quite first-rate, so that it was unnec-
essary to make any allowance for the personal equation.” 

High compliment indeed! 

A Question of Density 

Can there be any question that the Musgrave Ritual could not have been anything else but directions 
to find something hidden? What sort of imbecilic strain polluted the DNA of the Musgraves to such 
an extent that, as Holmes very correctly put it, that after having learned about the ritual Brunton 
immediately realized that it was, showing “a clearer insight than ten generations of his masters.” 

I find it absolutely impossible that ten generations of Musgraves could have been so dense that they 
didn’t realize this. In the Grenada production, they got around this by having Musgrave comment 
that as a child he had attempted, unsuccessfully, to follow the directions to the treasure. 

The Advantages of Chaos Theory 

Aside from the fact that not much got solved, this adventure comfortably ranks as one of my favorite 
canonical cases. We all are, of course, grateful that 
the straightening out of the chaotic state of 221B 
immediately vanished down a black hole the mo-
ment the possibility arose of peeking into the con-
tents of that fabled tin box. We have all felt the 
profound regret that not all of the contents of that 
box were made public. 

Can anyone say that it was not pleasurable to see a 
young Sherlock Holmes at his best? Not only does 
he apply his unmatched highly honed deductive 
abilities to the mystery at hand, but also relies up-
on his education in solving the puzzle of the Mus-
grave ritual. 

We have grown so used to these illiterate times 
that it may seem unusual that anyone could com-
bine seemingly disparate disciplines such as mathematics, astronomy, and history to solve what at first 
sight appears as a relatively unimportant local police problem. 



This would not have seemed extraordinary to the Victorian gentleman. One of the teachers I was 
fortunate enough to have had as a boy—who remembered Queen Victoria’s death when he had been 
a child himself—used to admonish me and my fellow barbarians in his class that, “A true gentleman 
knows a little about everything and a great deal about one thing.” 

Holmes admirably fulfills this dictum. 

Although it is quite possible that Reginald Musgrave may have had an education similar to the Great 
Detective’s, he was so handicapped by his ancestors’ double-digit intelligence that, like his forebears, 
he had been unable to make heads or tails of his family’s ritual and their lost precious trust. The only 
positive thing that Musgrave did was to sufficiently gather up his anæmic wits to seek Holmes’ assis-
tance. 

Although we witness Holmes at his best brilliant self, this case lacks a resolution. The how and why of 
Brunton’s death is unresolved. Did Rachel murder him by dropping the heavy slab on top of the cel-
lar, imprisoning him, leaving him to die a miserable death? Or was this accidental? And if it was, why 
did she not seek help? Finally, whatever became of Rachel herself? Did she escape to parts unknown, 
or did she end up at the bottom of some secluded corner of the mere? 

Deep waters indeed… 

The Ownership of the Crown—a Legal Muddle 

It is interesting to go a little into the history upon which this case rests. 

At the accession of Charles I, the royal treasury was magnificently furnished. Unlike today and dur-
ing Victoria’s time, the crown jewels were considered to be Royal property, not a national patrimony. 
When he became king in 1625, Charles sold many of these heirlooms in the Netherlands for ready 
money. After he was deposed and made shorter by a head by Cromwell it was decreed that no such 

thing as Crown property exist-
ed, especially since there was 
no king. 

When the monarchy was re-
stored, in an inventory made in 
1649 the Regalia’s total value, 
including the royal robes, was 
entered as £612 19s 8d (rough-
ly $400,000). It seems that 
Charles I left little of any great 
value behind. The Imperial 
Crown, which was made of sol-
id gold, was priced at £1,110 
($700,000) and like the rest of 
the Regalia it too had been 
broken up, melted down, and 
sold. 

When Charles II returned to 
England at the time of the Res-

toration, a committee was formed to prepare a new Regalia, made by the royal goldsmith—Sir Henry 
Viner—which cost nearly £32,000 ($19,000,000). They were kept in the Tower and exposed to public 
view. Not too long after this, Colonel Blood and Parrot made their notorious and unsuccessful at-
tempt to steal it. 



The original Regalia’s most precious object had been the crown believed to have been worn by Ed-
ward the Confessor. Because it had been destroyed by the Roundheads, another, “to be called St. 
Edward’s crown,” was made by order of Charles II. It is symbolic of the sovereign’s claim to the 
throne by descent from St. Edward and of the link between the ancient royal line of England and the 
British Empire. 

At the time of our story, Holmes’ mention that the Musgraves had “legal bother and a considerable 
sum to pay before they were allowed to retain” the lost crown seems peculiar. Although my Black-
stone comfortably rests under layers of dust, my interpretation of that period of English Common 
Law, firmly points to the conclusion that the remains of the Crown of the Stuarts should have legally 
belonged to the Musgraves. 

When Charles II ascended the throne, to avoid the legal chaos that would have otherwise ensued, 
Parliament decreed that all contracts, sales, legal instruments, etc., created and entered to during 
Cromwell’s time were legal and binding. Therefore, the argument that the crown held by the 
Musgraves was still Royal property would have failed because during Cromwell’s time the law stated 
that there was no longer such a thing as Crown property. Essentially, the Musgraves acquired owner-
ship of the crown by the sole fact of possession, in addition to which by the time Holmes found the 
crown there even was a different ruling family on the Throne. 

Yet to come were today’s treasure trove laws that make all valuable archaeological finds in Britain 
part of the national patrimony and give the discoverer what essentially is a finder’s fee. 

So why did Musgrave have to pay a “considerable sum” to retain the treasure, and to whom did he 
pay it? Not to the Crown, because if it were a national treasure, it would not have been for sale—
unless, of course, it was the Beryl Coronet… 

What else happened in 1878: 

Empire 

Cyprus gained. 

Order of the British Empire is established by Queen Victoria. 

◄ Second Afghan War (1878-1880). 

Act defines the Imperial Standard Yard, which was established in 
1856, as a certain distance between two marks on a bar of Baily's 
metal. 

Britain 

Salvation Army established. 

Electric street lighting begins in London, replacing the old gas 
lamps, which had to be hand-lit every evening. 

Music Hall entertainment with comedians and singers had been popular since 1837. Safety laws, in-
troduced in 1878, close many small halls, but the bigger ones survived and performers became big 
stars. 

Princess Alice steamboat disaster. 

American painter A.M. Whistler's libel suit, brought in London against John Ruskin for the latter's 
negative comments on one of Whistler's paintings at an exhibition, is settled in favor of Whistler who 
is awarded one farthing damages and no costs. 



Red Flag Act: mechanical road vehicles not to exceed 4 mph and to 
be preceded by a man with a red flag. 

◄ Criminal Investigation Department (CID) established in Scotland 
Yard. 

English wheat prices start a decline. 

Foundation of Lady Margaret Hall, for Women in Oxford. 

Act is passed, requiring dentists to be fully qualified. 

Cleopatra's Needle erected on the Embankment. 

Fulham football team formed. 

World 

Russo-Turkish conflict threatens Gallipoli and the Dardanelles, and advanced to within 30 miles of 
Constantinople. English Liberals withdraw opposition to vote for £6,000,000 demanded by govern-
ment, and the Royal Navy enters the Sea of Marmora. After weeks of suspense, the Congress of Ber-
lin settles the crisis. Disraeli announces “peace with honor.” 

Victor Emmanuel, first King of Italy dies. His son, the Prince of Piedmont succeeds his as King 
Humbert IV. 

Ex-King of Hanover, George V, Prince Royal of Great Britain and Ireland, Duke of Cumberland, 
dies in Paris. He succeeded his father, King Augustus of Hanover in 1851, but was ousted by Prussia 

in 1866. 

There is an unsuccessful attempt to assassinate Emperor Wil-
liam I of Germany. A state of siege is declared and laws 
against socialists passed. 

End of a series of revolts in Spanish Cuba. 

Belgian school laws attempt to complete the secularization of 
education. 

◄ William Cullen Bryant, American poet and journalist, dies 
in New York. 

In Japan, the era of absolute government draws to a close. 
The Mikado's promise, made in 1868, is partly fulfilled by an 
imperial edict convoking provincial assemblies to sit once a 
year in each ken. 

The American government remonetizes silver. In 1878 the 
production of gold yielded 80 tons, while that of silver was 
770 tons. Silver's value crashed until a silver dollar was worth 

only 90 cents in gold. To prevent payment of debts in silver, the Congress demonetized it, declaring 
that all debts were payable in gold. This was referred to as the "Crime of 1878." 

General Grant makes a tour around the world, visiting England and the Continent, Egypt, China, 
and Japan, returning to San Francisco the following year. He is well received by Queen Victoria, the 
Emperor of Russia, and leaders of India, China, and Japan. 

Pope Pius IX dies at the Vatican. Cardinal Pecci is proclaimed Pope under the name of Leo XIII. 

Garnier builds the Monte Carlo Casino. 



Art 

Gilbert and Sullivan's HMS Pinafore. 

Cézanne paints The Quayside at Bercy, The Pool at the Jas de Bouffan. 

Degas paints The Ballet Dancer with Bouquet, Café singer wearing a Glove. 

Sir Henry M. Stanley publishes Through the Dark Continent. 

Manet paints Blonde Half-Nude. 

Renoir paints Mme. Charpentier and her Children. 

Science and Technology 

Channel tunnel attempted. 

Barthelot writes Mécanique chimique, relating chemistry to the laws of me-
chanics. 

Karl Benz builds a motorized tricycle which reaches 7 mph. 

Mannlicher produces a repeater rifle. 

◄ Dr. Sédillot names minute organisms "microbes." 

Sewing machines are used for book-binding. 

Gelignite invented. 

Dr. Claude Bernard, French physiologist who discovered the liver's gly-
cogenic function dies in Paris. 

First use of iodine as an antiseptic. 

Dr. Jean Martin Charcot expounds the phenomenon of hypnotism, showing that mental states can be 
influenced and somnambulism induced with beneficial results in some conditions. His investigations 
are followed by Dr. Rudolph Heidenhain of Breslau. 

Next week’s case: REIG. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Murray, the Courageous Orderly  

(a.k.a. Alexander E. Braun) 

“I should have fallen into the hands 
of the murderous Ghazis had it not 
been for the devotion and courage 
shown by Murray, my orderly...” 

 

All Sherlock Holmes photos have been published by courtesy of ITV Granada. 
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